
CCEdit: Creative and Controllable Video Editing via Diffusion Models
(Supplementary Material)

A. Details of the Trident Network

The detailed architecture of our proposed trident network is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically, in the appearance branch,
the edited key frame cja is encoded by the VAE encoder
E . Then it’s fed into the encoder of appearance branch.
Subsequently, the features extracted from each layer are fed
into zero convolutions and the output are added to the cor-
responding features in the encoder side of main branch. On
the right side, i.e., the structure branch, structure informa-
tion cs of original video clip is encoded by the zero con-
volution and fed into structure branch encoder. Similar to
the appearance branch, features extracted are fed into zero
convolutions. Differently, the output are added to the corre-
sponding features in the decoder side of main branch. The
structure branch is instantiated by ControlNet [29]. Note
that in the original paper of ControlNet, it consists a tiny
network to encode the pixel-wise structure representation.
Here we omit it for simplicity. Ultimately, the appearance
information within the key frame is propagated to all frames
through the temporal modules and the inherited structure
information will ensure the structural fidelity, achieving the
stable and controllable editing.

It is important to highlight that, we don’t use a train-
from-scratch tiny encoder to encode the condition as Con-
trolNet [29] does in the appearance branch. Instead, we use
the VAE encoder E to map the pixel-wise appearance into
latent variable, which is in the same representation space
as latent variable z0. The intuition behind is its inherent
capacity to act as a natural bridge, mapping pixel-wise ap-
pearance into the latent space which is exactly the U-Net
works in. Consequently, we are able to seamlessly copy the
weights from the main branch encoder to initialize appear-
ance branch, thereby accelerating and stabilizing the con-
vergence process.

B. BalanceCC Benchmark

Our objective is to develop a benchmark dataset specifically
designed for tasks involving controllable and creative video
editing. Therefore, we collected 100 open-license videos of
different categories, including Animal, Human, Object, and
Landscape. In addition, for each source video, we provided
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Figure 1. Illustration of our proposed trident network. Left:
Appearance branch. Middle: Main branch. Right: Structure
branch. Text prompts and time embedding are incorporated are
omitted for simplicity.

a text description and graded Camera Motion, Object Mo-
tion, and Scene Complexity on a scale from 1 to 3. For each
video, there are four types of edits along with correspond-
ing target prompts and Fantasy Levels (also ranging from
1 to 3), namely Style Change, Object Change, Background
Change, and Compound Change. Our aim in doing so is
to better compare the strengths and weaknesses of different
methods and their areas of expertise, as well as to assist re-
searchers in advancing their techniques. In this section, we
provide details about how to prompt GPT-4V(ision) [1, 14–
16] to assistant us to establish our proposed BalanceCC
benchmark and some illustrative examples. The BlanceCC
benchmark will be public soon.

B.1. Prompting Pipeline and Instructions

GPT-4V(ision) [1, 14–16] is a multi-modal model that pos-
sesses powerful capabilities in visual understanding, lan-
guage comprehension, conversational skills, and a vast
repository of knowledge. Consequently, we aim to leverage
these dual capabilities to help us establish the BalanceCC
benchmark. The process is akin to seeking advice from
a wise person with extensive knowledge and excellent vi-



sion. Specifically, we first inform GPT-4V(ision) of our
intention to create a benchmark dataset dedicated to video
editing, explaining our requirements including scene com-
plexity, original prompts, target prompts, editing types, and
the corresponding fantasy levels. Then, we send the cen-
ter frame of each video clip to GPT-4V(ision), allowing it
to output the content we need in the specified format. In
our initial attempts, we observed that GPT-4V(ision) still
experienced some hallucinations, overly detailed descrip-
tions and expansions, and instances of forgetfulness during
interactions. Consequently, we made repeated and empha-
sized adjustments in our prompt. Additionally, we found
that merely describing our needs was insufficient to achieve
the desired results. Our solution was to provide correspond-
ing examples as references, which significantly improved
the quality of the content provided by GPT-4V(ision). The
final prompt we used is as follows,

Now I’m trying to build a benchmark for
video editing. I need you to assist me in doing
that. I will provide the center frame of each video
for you. About the image, I hope you provide the
following information to me:

1. Classify this video into one of “Human,
Animal, Object, Landscape”.

2. Describe this image, be brief, concise, and
precise. Don’t use too many adjectives.

3. Try to generate four text prompts of dif-
ferent types to edit this video. Be creative and
imaginative. Offer me the corresponding “Editing
Type”, “Target Prompt”, and “Fantasy Level” of
each prompt. The “Editing Type” should be one
of “Style Change, Object Change, Background
Change, and Compound Change.” About “Style
Change”, some examples are “old movies”, “im-
pressionist style”, “Van Gogh style”, “neon lights
style”, “cyberpunk style”, “sepia-toned photo”,
“grayscale”, “claymation style”, “origami style”,
“oil painting style”. About “Object Change”, just
change the object into other ones, like “dog to
cat”, “cat to tiger”, “human to bear”, “human to
teddy bear”, and even some specific identities like
“Ironman”. About “Background Change”, just
change the background, here are some examples,
“in the Mars”, “in the moon”, “in the forest”, “in
the ocean”, “in the castle”. You can pick one
of the examples I provided, and I hope you can
also consider other ones that you think are in-
teresting or suit this video. About “Compound
Change”, just combine what mentioned above.
Please remember, be creative and imaginative,
and don’t be too outrageous. Besides, all targets
including “Style Change, Object Change, Back-
ground Change, and Compound Change” should

be provided for one video. The form of “Target
Prompt” should be just like a description of an
video, don’t say something like “Transform the
background into moon.” Here is an example, the
original prompt is “A majestic black swan grace-
fully floats on calm waters, with its reflection vis-
ible.”, the “Target Prompt” can be “An elegant
flamingo swan gracefully floats on calm waters,
with its reflection visible, set against a backdrop
of a mystical enchanted forest.”. As for the “Fan-
tasy Level” for each “Target Prompt”, it indicates
the degree of imagination. For example, if you
change the cat to a tiger or change the background
from autumn to winter, it can be seen as a rela-
tively low degree of imagination. Transforming a
cat into pixel tiger or tiger made of origami is rel-
ative high degree of imagination. Here is also 1-3
in total 3 levels. And similar to the description,
be brief, concise, and precise.

4. Is the scene complex or not? Rank it from
1 to 3, corresponding to simple, moderate, and
complex.

B.2. Human Refinement

Upon receiving initial outcomes from GPT-4V(ision), we
engaged in a manual refinement and augmentation process.
This primarily entailed the verification and rectification of
existing annotations, along with the inclusion of additional
details regarding the magnitude of camera and object mo-
tion within the video sequences. Specifically, our rule to
define levels of different attributes is as follows:

Camera Motion: 1 corresponds to stationary, indicat-
ing minimal scene change and camera movement. 2 corre-
sponds to slow movement, where the camera moves steadily
and slowly. 3 corresponds to scenarios with intense camera
shake and rapid movement.

Object Motion: 1 corresponds to stationary, where the
target is almost motionless or has very minimal movement.
2 corresponds to slow movement, where the target follows
a slow, simple, and regular trajectory (such as uniform lin-
ear motion). 3 corresponds to targets engaging in fast and
complex movements (such as dancing and boxing).

Scene Complexity: 1 corresponds to scenes with a single
target and a clean background. 2 corresponds to scenes with
a few targets where both the targets and the background are
not complex. 3 corresponds to scenes with multiple fore-
ground targets, complex backgrounds, and intricate depth
relationships.

Fantasy Level: 1 corresponds to simple target or back-
ground replacements and style transfers, such as transform-
ing a dog into a cat or shifting to a Van Gogh painting
style. 2 corresponds to more creative target and background
replacements and style transfers, like replacing the back-



ground with a Martian landscape or turning an airplane into
a dragon. 3 corresponds to complex and creative editing
objectives combined together, with the Fantasy Level for
Compound Change generally being 3.

B.3. Illustrative Examples

Four illustrative examples are shown in Fig. 5.

C. Experiments
C.1. Personalized T2I Models

As mentioned in the main text, our method can integrate
off-the-shelf personalized models as plugins, enabling the
generation of domain-specific results. In this section, we
briefly introduce the principles and specific implementa-
tions of personalized models.

Stable Diffusion [19] is trained on a huge dataset that
encompasses a broad spectrum of domains [22]. Although
the Stable Diffusion model is highly versatile and capa-
ble of generating a wide array of images, it occasionally
falls short in specific details, particularly when it comes to
generating human faces and hands, where subtle variations
can markedly influence the overall perception. Addition-
ally, it often struggles to precisely meet users’ expectations
for specific content, styles, and attributes. Therefore, per-
sonalized T2I models are designed to address these chal-
lenges. Two respective methods are DreamBooth [21] and
LoRA [8]. The former uses a unique string as an indicator to
represent the corresponding domain or concept during train-
ing. Once trained, this indicator can be employed to trans-
fer the expectations to the fine-tuned T2I model. Dream-
Booth faces challenges due to the extensive weight parame-
ters, making communication less convenient. To use much
less parameters and inherent the generalization of the base
model, LoRA fine-tunes the model by preserving all orig-
inal parameters and introducing the weight residuals ∆W
to update the weights W . This process is formulated as
W ′ = W + α∆W , where α is the hyperparameter that
controls the significance of the added ∆W . Typically, the
parameters of ∆W are significantly fewer than those of W .
Finally, two additional methods for creating robust person-
alized T2I base models are fine-tuning the entire model di-
rectly on the self-collected datasets and blending parameters
from various models. Personalized T2I models play a cru-
cial role in today’s AI content generation. They empower
both beginners and seasoned artists, as well as enthusiasts,
to swiftly and autonomously produce stunning images and
create new models. A significant objectives of our frame-
work is to ensure compatibility with personalized T2I mod-
els, allowing creators to freely combine and perform highly
creative edits on videos using models from the community.

In this paper, we collect several personalized T2I base
models and LoRA weights from CivitAI [4] and explored

Model Name Type

Counterfeit T2I Base Model
ToonYou T2I Base Model

rev Animated T2I Base Model
HelloMecha T2I Base Model

hellonijicute25d T2I Base Model
A-Zovya Photoreal LoRA

kMechAnimal LoRA
Pixel Art Style LoRA

fat animal LoRA
Building Block World LoRA

MoXin LoRA
mechanical dog LoRA

Table 1. Personalized models utilized in this paper, all sourced
from CivitAI [4].

different combinations, which are illustrated in Table 1.
Similar to previous work [6], we employ the “trigger words”
to activate these personalized models. α of all LoRA mod-
els is set as 0.9.

C.2. More Visualizations

Fig. 7 shows several visualized results of CCEdit. Please
note that for optimal viewing of the video results, it is
strongly recommended to access the website directly.

C.3. Comprehensive Comparison

C.3.1 Compared Methods

We compared our methods with eight state-of-the-art
generative video editing methods: Tune-A-Video [26],
vid2vid-zero [25], Text2Video-zero [9], FateZero [17],
Pix2Video [3], ControlVideo [30], Rerender A Video [28],
and TokenFlow [5]. The brief descriptions of these methods
are as follows:

Tune-A-Video [26] propose the sparse attention mecha-
nism to maintain the temporal coherence and optimize the
network parameters through training on the source video.
DDIM inversion [23] is utilized to preserve the structure of
input video.

Vid2vid-zero [25] utilizes off-the-shelf image diffusion
models and employs the null-text inversion module [11]
for text-to-video alignment. Additionally, it incorporates
a cross-frame modeling module to ensure temporal con-
sistency and a spatial regularization module to maintain fi-
delity to the original video.

Text2Video-zero [9] introduces a method to enhance
the latent codes of generated frames with motion dynam-
ics, ensuring global scene and temporal consistency in
the background. Additionally, it reprograms frame-level
self-attention through cross-frame attention, focusing each
frame on the first one to maintain the context, appearance,

https://ruoyufeng.github.io/CCEdit.github.io/


and identity of the foreground object.
FateZero [17] proposes to capture intermediate attention

maps during inversion process, enhancing structural and
motion information retention, and employs a novel spatial-
temporal attention mechanism in the denoising UNet for
improved frame consistency.

Pix2Video [3] involves two steps to conduct genera-
tive video editing: initially, using a structure-guided (e.g.,
depth) image diffusion model to edit an anchor frame based
on text prompts, followed by a key step of progressively
propagating these edits to subsequent frames. This is done
via self-attention feature injection, adapting the core de-
noising phase of the diffusion model. Adjustments are then
made to the latent code of each frame before continuing the
process.

ControlVideo [30] leverages ControlNet [29] to ensure
the structural consistency from input video clips. In ad-
dition, it introduces full cross-frame interaction in self-
attention modules for appearance coherence, an interleaved-
frame smoother to reduce flickering through frame interpo-
lation.

Rerender A Video [28] propose to tackle the task of video
editing by two parts: key frame translation and full video
translation. Initially, it employs an adapted diffusion model
to generate key frames, applying hierarchical cross-frame
constraints to ensure coherence in shapes, textures, and col-
ors. Subsequently, the framework extends these key frames
to other frames using temporal-aware patch matching and
frame blending techniques.

TokenFlow [5] propose the idea that the edited features
convey the same inter-frame correspondences and redun-
dancy as the original video features. Therefore, it prop-
agates diffusion features based on inter-frame correspon-
dences inherent in the model to ensure consistency in the
diffusion feature space.

During the evaluation, all the videos consist of 17 frames
at 6fps. We select depth maps as the structural representa-
tion. Additionally, to ensure fairness, the base model for all
methods is Stable Diffusion v1.5.

C.3.2 Qualitative Results

The qualitative results for two videos are presented in Fig. 8
and Fig. 9. It can be observed that Tune-A-Video achieves
effective editing that aligns well with the specified prompts,
but falls short in maintaining temporal consistency and
tends to produce overly contrasted images, possibly due to
overfitting to the source video and excessively high default
classifier-free guidance settings. Vid2vid-zero, Text2Video-
Zero, and Pix2Video also struggle with insufficient tempo-
ral coherence. While FateZero exhibits better temporal co-
herence, its editing accuracy is not optimal. ControlVideo,
despite its reasonable editing accuracy and temporal coher-

ence, lacks a natural feel in its edited videos due to its global
attention mechanism and interleaved-frame smoother tech-
nique. Rerender A Video demonstrates a limitation in ex-
ecuting precise edits, potentially due to an excessive de-
pendence on detailed structural control mechanisms (line
drawing and Canny edge of ControlNet). Such mechanisms
restrict the method predominantly to minor stylistic alter-
ations. TokenFlow achieves stable results in both temporal
coherence and editing accuracy, yet it still encounters blur-
ring issues in scenes with significant object motion or rapid
camera movements (see the horse legs in Fig. 9). Finally,
our approach demonstrates a notable capacity for maintain-
ing temporal consistency, coupled with achieving excep-
tional accuracy in editing.

C.3.3 Quantitative Results

Evaluation Metrics. Our evaluation metrics include two
aspects of both automatic ones and user study results. Au-
tomatic metrics are mainly conducted through the trained
CLIP [7, 10, 18] model, similar to previous methods [3,
17, 26, 30]. Specifically, “Tem-Con” evaluates the tempo-
ral consistency of edited frames by calculating the similar-
ity between successive frame pairs. Meanwhile, “Tex-Ali”
quantifies frame-wise editing accuracy, represented as the
cosine similarity between edited frames and target prompts.
Additionally, the PickScore [10] is incorporated to pre-
dict the aesthetic quality and user preference of the edited
videos. Regarding the user study, we designed an interface
and invited 33 volunteers to score the videos and pickup
the winners, receiving a total of 1119 ratings. Each rating
corresponds to various aspects of a single video. Specifi-
cally, the aspects to be rated include: “Editing Accuracy”,
representing whether the edited video accurately achieves
the intended meaning of the target prompt; “Aesthetics”,
denoting the visual appeal of the edited video; “Tempo-
ral Consistency”, indicating whether the video maintains
coherence over time; and “Overall Impression”, which re-
flects the subjective overall rating of the video. The inter-
face is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Results of Automatic Metrics. The results are illustrated
in Tab. 2. Although our method ranked second in temporal
consistency and first in text alignment in the table of user
study presented in the main text, it did not particularly stand
out in terms of corresponding objective metrics. This obser-
vation has been noted in many previous works [12, 27, 31],
further emphasizing the significance of more advanced ob-
jective automatic metrics for the development of this field.
Finally, our method achieved the best performance in the
CLIP-based scoring function, PickScore, an indicator of hu-
man preference, demonstrating its superior alignment with
human subjective perceptions.



More results of User Study. Beyond the general outcomes
of the user study outlined in the main text, we have also con-
duct comprehensive statistics of different attributes at dif-
ferent levels, as shown in Tab. 4, Tab. 5, Tab. 6, Tab. 7, and
Tab. 8, in terms of “Editing Type”, “Scene Complexity”,
“Camera Motion”, “Object Motion”, and “Fantasy Level”,
respectively. The analysis and discussion are as follows:

“Editing Type”: Results in Tab. 4 reveals that for most
methods, “Style Change” got a higher score compared to
others, which indicates that it is considered a relatively sim-
ple type of video editing task. This could be attributed to
the fact that it does not necessitate semantic transforma-
tions of objects or backgrounds, but rather involves adjust-
ments of lower-level representations. Surprisingly, the per-
formance of various methods on “Compound Change” is
somewhat better than on “Foreground Change” and “Back-
ground Change”. This could be due to the increased com-
plexity in editing necessitated by the requirement to pre-
serve certain content from the original video in the latter
cases.

“Scene Complexity”: Tab. 5 shows the impact of scene
complexity of the scores. The table shows that editing re-
sults in more complex scenes often receive lower scores,
which is intuitively reasonable since increased complexity
in the original videos typically heightens the difficulty of
video editing. However, there are exceptions. FateZero and
Pix2Video maintain stable or even improved scores as scene
complexity increases, indicating that these two methods are
relatively robust to varying levels of scene complexity.

“Camera Motion”, and “Object Motion”: results in
Tab. 6 and Tab. 7 illustrate that more intensive camera
and object motion, consistently tends to result in lower
scores. This is intuitive, as such scenarios invariably intro-
duce greater challenges to the video editing task. Neverthe-
less, exceptions exist. FateZero, Pix2Video, and Rerender
A Video exhibit insensitivity to “Camera Motion”, showing
stable performance regardless of it. Additionally, vid2vid-
zero, FateZero, and ControlVideo demonstrate a relative in-
sensitivity to “Object Motion”, with their performance re-
maining stable or even improving in some cases.

“Fantasy Level”: results in Tab. 8 indicate that, in ad-
dition to the attributes of the original video, the creativity
of the editing objective also significantly impacts the diffi-
culty of the edit. For most methods, as the “Fantasy Level”
progresses from low to high, the corresponding scores de-
crease. However, there are exceptions. Tune-A-Video,
Pix2Video, and ControlVideo show relative stability or even
improvement in their performance across these varying lev-
els of fantasy.

Method Tem-Con ↑ Tex-Ali ↑ Pick ↑

Tune-A-Video [26] 0.937 0.284 0.206
vid2vid-zero [25] 0.933 0.284 0.209
Text2Video-Zero [9] 0.949 0.262 0.203
FateZero [17] 0.942 0.245 0.205
Pix2Video [3] 0.939 0.285 0.208
ControlVideo [30] 0.950 0.285 0.210
Rerender A Video [28] 0.928 0.247 0.201
TokenFlow [5] 0.949 0.270 0.210

CCEdit (Ours) 0.936 0.281 0.213

Table 2. State-of-the-art comparison of automatic metrics.
“Tem-Con” represents temporal consistency, “Text-Ali” indicates
textural alignment, and “Pick” represents to the PickScore [10].

Method Pre-Processing Inference Total

Tune-A-Video [26] 545 22 567
vid2vid-zero [25] 148 230 378
Text2Video-Zero [9] 0 28 28
FateZero [17] 199 42 241
Pix2Video [3] 0 188 188
ControlVideo [30] 0 56 56
Rerender A Video [28] 76 96 172
TokenFlow [5] 182 27 209

CCEdit (Ours) 134 46 170

Table 3. Runtime comparison (seconds).

C.3.4 Runtime Analysis

Tab. 3 presents the runtime of various methods, detailing the
time spent on pre-processing, inference, and the total du-
ration, respectively. Pre-processing includes tasks of fine-
tuning on the source video, performing inversion opera-
tions, caching attention maps, key frame editing, and others.
The inference time represents the duration of the sampling
process, along with all the associated operations. Overall,
the time consumed by our method is not lengthy compared
to other video editing techniques. It is worth noted that
in our method, the time spent on key frame editing using
PnP [24]) during pre-processing constitutes the majority of
the total time, while the actual sampling time is relatively
brief. It’s attributed to the absence of any inversion and at-
tention map operations. The only additional computational
overhead arises from the extra network parameters intro-
duced during the network forward process. In practical ap-
plications, one can opt for more advanced and lightweight
image editing methods or manually make fine adjustments,
thereby achieving the desired trade-off. This further demon-
strates the practicality and flexibility of our approach.

C.4. Study on Control Scales

Structure Branch. Sometimes, the appearance of the
edited key frame may structurally differ from the cor-
responding structure representation of the original video.
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Figure 2. Results at different scales of structure branch. The
target prompt is “An astronaut with a jetpack floats above a Mar-
tian landscape, with red rocky terrains and tall, alien-like moun-
tains in the backdrop.”

Since the features of the structure branch are injected into
the main branch through summation, the intensity of struc-
ture information infusion can be adjusted by modifying the
coefficients (named control scale) applied to the features
during this summation process. In such cases, reducing the
control scale of the structure branch could help. This adjust-
ment lessens its structural constraints on the results, allow-
ing for a greater reliance on the information provided by the
appearance branch and adherence to the coherence adjust-
ments made by the temporal layers. The visualized results
are shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that in the edited key
frame, the astronaut’s silhouette appears markedly larger
than that of the original person, a consequence of the vo-
luminous spacesuit. When the structure control is rela-
tively high (0.6∼1.0), the editing results show that the cen-
ter frame remain consistent with the edited frame, while
the structure of other frames is overly constrained by the
structure representation. At a control scale of 0, the loss
of structure information leads to the astronaut being unable
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Figure 3. Results at different scales of appearance branch. The
target prompt is “An astronaut with a jetpack floats above a Mar-
tian landscape, with red rocky terrains and tall, alien-like moun-
tains in the backdrop.”

to move correctly. However, with a moderate control scale
(0.2∼0.4), a better trade-off is achieved in terms of appear-
ance, structure, and motion. Note that in comparisons with
other methods, to ensure fairness, our method consistently
employed a control scale of 1.

Appearance Branch. Since the features of the Appear-
ance Branch are also injected into the main branch through
summation, the intensity of appearance information infu-
sion can similarly be adjusted by tuning the summation co-
efficients of the appearance branch. The results are shown
in Fig. 3. At a lower control scale (0∼0.2), the influence
of appearance information is minimal, barely impacting the
edited video. When the control scale is moderate (0.4∼0.6),
appearance information begins to play a role. However,
possibly due to conflicts with the priors of the main branch,
this results in a somewhat dull and dark color tone in the
visuals. Conversely, at a higher control scale (0.8∼1.0),
appearance information exerts a decisive control over the
overall appearance of the edited video.
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Figure 4. Illustration of results with different text prompts.
The normal prompt is “A bear is walking”. The contradicted text
prompt is “A tiger is walking”. The “ToonYou” personalized T2I
model is used.

C.5. Study on Text Prompt

Another point worth exploring is whether text prompts are
still necessary after introducing appearance control. To ad-
dress this, we conducted a visual experiment. As shown
in Fig. 4, providing a normal text prompt leads to correct
results, whereas the absence of any text prompt results in
significant distortions in the generated output. When given
a text prompt that contradicts the appearance information,
only the center frame retains the appearance information,
while the other frames are controlled by the text prompt.
Consequently, the conclusion is that text prompts are still
necessary within this framework. We believe this may be
due to the weights of the main branch and the structure
branch being frozen during the training process. As a result,
the entire editing process seems to involve the appearance
branch exerting more detailed control over the image after
the text prompt has already provided a coarse guide.

D. Limitation and Future Works

D.1. Structural Deviation

As described in the main text, a primary challenge that
needs addressing in our video editing approach is the struc-
tural deviation (also the major issue mentioned in Token-
Flow [5]) between the input and target videos. This devia-
tion could stem from semantic changes inherent to the tar-
get or from alterations in the target’s behavior. For instance,
transitioning from a “cute rabbit” to a “fierce tiger” is chal-
lenging due to their fundamentally different physiological
structures. Most existing methods struggle to overcome this
hurdle and often only manage to modify their textural ap-
pearance. In our approach, adjusting the scale coefficient
of structure branch and employing coarser-grained struc-
ture representations (like the skeleton) may alleviate this is-
sue to some extent, but we believe it doesn’t fundamentally
solve the problem. Achieving changes in the target’s behav-

ior, such as transforming a “running bear” into a “dancing
bear”, is even more challenging. This complexity arises pri-
marily because most contemporary generative video editing
methods employ Text-to-Image (T2I) models at the image
level. These models, devoid of prior knowledge concerning
actions, encounter difficulties in editing motion.

We posit that a promising approach could be to integrate
a pre-trained T2V (text-to-video) model, cleverly utilizing
its priors to tackle these challenges.

D.2. Heavy Appearance and Structure Branch

In CCEdit, the appearance and structure branch utilize two
heavy encoder to extract features, consisting significant
amount of parameters. This may be unnecessary and could
lead to issues such as increased GPU memory consumption
and longer editing times during use. In the future, we plan to
explore the adoption of more lightweight networks [13, 20]
to address these concerns.

D.3. Flickering Problem.

We observed flickering in videos with higher frame rates
or after frame interpolation, especially noticeable in high-
frequency fine texture details. This is primarily attributed to
our video editing operations being performed in the latent
domain encoded by the 2D autoencoder. Introducing addi-
tional temporal layers in the autoencoder [2] is an promising
way to solve this problem.



Style Change Object Change Background Change Compound Change

Method Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove.

Tune-A-Video [26] 3.13 2.91 2.96 2.87 3.32 3.00 2.74 2.63 3.06 2.94 2.62 2.75 3.48 3.13 2.43 2.83
vid2vid-zero [25] 2.62 2.50 2.29 2.42 3.16 2.21 1.79 2.16 2.71 2.57 2.29 2.29 3.38 2.38 2.14 2.52
Text2Video-Zero [9] 2.47 1.46 1.25 1.55 1.23 1.11 1.22 1.14 1.15 1.33 1.29 1.24 2.19 1.97 2.02 2.33
FateZero [17] 2.85 3.80 3.45 3.04 2.62 3.10 3.28 2.97 2.18 2.94 3.29 2.65 2.35 2.96 3.17 2.61
Pix2Video [3] 3.89 3.53 3.26 3.42 3.72 2.64 2.64 2.76 3.43 2.79 2.57 2.93 3.62 2.90 2.76 3.00
ControlVideo [30] 3.41 3.14 2.77 3.02 2.53 2.35 2.12 2.29 2.80 2.60 2.50 2.50 3.19 2.70 2.89 2.74
Rerender A Video [28] 2.71 3.10 3.00 2.90 2.44 2.29 2.47 2.12 2.78 2.89 3.11 2.67 2.24 2.69 2.93 2.48
TokenFlow [5] 4.06 3.94 4.07 3.89 3.73 3.27 3.64 3.36 3.38 3.85 3.53 3.54 4.06 3.56 3.78 3.72

CCEdit (Ours) 4.19 4.27 4.00 4.04 4.00 3.81 3.58 3.77 3.65 3.82 3.54 3.60 4.26 4.04 3.71 3.91

Table 4. Quantitative comparison in terms of “Editing Type”.

Simple Moderate Complex

Method Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove.

Tune-A-Video [26] 3.14 3.27 2.95 2.85 3.20 2.75 2.53 2.71 2.63 2.88 2.38 2.47
vid2vid-zero [25] 2.81 2.57 2.10 2.38 2.92 2.28 2.15 2.36 3.64 2.45 2.04 2.36
Text2Video-Zero [9] 2.38 1.86 1.71 1.98 1.93 1.43 1.42 1.32 1.83 1.21 1.12 1.11
FateZero [17] 2.32 2.89 3.07 2.64 2.57 3.38 3.42 2.91 2.88 3.00 3.25 2.88
Pix2Video [3] 3.38 2.62 2.48 2.66 3.82 3.03 2.85 3.13 3.04 3.64 3.55 3.55
ControlVideo [30] 3.08 3.33 3.03 3.12 2.97 2.41 2.46 2.43 3.33 2.83 2.52 2.83
Rerender A Video [28] 1.93 2.57 3.07 2.21 2.69 3.04 3.04 2.80 1.92 1.75 2.01 1.83
TokenFlow [5] 4.15 3.74 4.02 3.81 3.84 3.67 3.75 3.65 3.36 3.18 3.35 3.18

CCEdit (Ours) 4.23 4.11 3.84 4.10 4.05 4.02 3.76 3.81 3.73 3.81 3.33 3.56

Table 5. Quantitative comparison in terms of “Scene Complexity”.

Stationary Slow Quick

Method Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove.

Tune-A-Video [26] 3.17 2.94 2.81 2.91 3.42 3.18 2.58 2.97 2.86 2.29 2.71 2.57
vid2vid-zero [25] 3.03 2.41 2.11 2.38 2.94 2.31 2.03 2.28 2.50 2.17 2.35 2.07
Text2Video-Zero [9] 2.33 1.67 1.63 1.69 2.08 1.52 1.37 1.45 1.72 1.14 1.08 1.13
FateZero [17] 2.56 3.00 3.18 2.75 2.39 3.31 3.42 2.86 3.33 2.98 3.17 3.02
Pix2Video [3] 3.50 2.70 2.70 2.83 3.94 3.35 3.08 3.26 3.06 2.53 2.58 3.12
ControlVideo [30] 3.23 2.98 2.83 2.98 2.97 2.59 2.53 2.50 2.08 1.49 1.52 1.28
Rerender A Video [28] 2.25 2.81 2.97 2.47 2.53 2.74 2.89 2.61 3.02 2.45 2.04 2.41
TokenFlow [5] 4.02 3.70 3.86 3.72 3.52 3.52 3.80 3.48 3.11 3.23 3.12 2.98

CCEdit (Ours) 4.06 3.96 3.68 3.85 4.10 4.14 3.90 3.95 3.79 3.42 3.14 3.21

Table 6. Quantitative comparison in terms of “Camera Motion”.

Stationary Slow Quick

Method Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove.

Tune-A-Video [26] 3.27 3.01 2.55 2.82 3.32 3.15 2.77 2.81 3.13 2.72 2.67 2.73
vid2vid-zero [25] 2.67 2.07 1.53 2.07 2.95 2.37 2.21 2.37 3.47 2.80 2.47 2.67
Text2Video-Zero [9] 2.31 1.74 1.78 1.83 2.20 1.32 1.27 1.38 1.23 1.17 1.12 1.22
FateZero [17] 2.58 3.02 3.33 2.83 2.43 3.18 3.34 2.80 2.59 3.30 3.19 2.78
Pix2Video [3] 3.36 3.50 3.29 3.48 3.87 3.33 3.04 3.36 3.50 2.40 2.65 2.74
ControlVideo [30] 2.91 2.84 2.78 2.63 3.02 2.62 2.53 2.66 3.25 3.06 2.62 2.81
Rerender A Video [28] 1.90 2.70 2.80 3.23 2.52 2.90 3.02 2.67 2.47 2.35 2.47 2.35
TokenFlow [5] 3.94 3.47 4.01 3.73 3.89 3.81 3.81 3.66 3.59 3.35 3.53 3.41

CCEdit (Ours) 4.10 4.27 4.22 4.00 4.18 4.10 3.83 3.97 3.78 3.63 3.49 3.53

Table 7. Quantitative comparison in terms of “Object Motion”.



Low Medium High

Method Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove. Edit Aes. Tem. Ove.

Tune-A-Video [26] 3.11 3.11 2.68 2.68 3.18 2.79 2.82 2.82 3.46 3.18 2.54 2.79
vid2vid-zero [25] 3.05 2.47 2.11 2.47 2.52 2.30 2.11 2.15 3.48 2.44 2.12 2.52
Text2Video-Zero [9] 2.43 1.97 1.55 1.54 1.86 1.37 1.37 1.57 2.11 1.22 1.20 1.38
FateZero [17] 2.78 3.30 3.39 3.09 2.49 3.32 3.32 2.80 2.32 2.88 3.16 2.60
Pix2Video [3] 3.87 2.74 2.57 2.83 3.66 3.12 3.03 3.12 3.54 2.92 2.75 3.04
ControlVideo [30] 2.78 2.61 2.50 2.50 3.17 2.93 2.52 2.83 3.10 2.62 2.83 2.66
Rerender A Video [28] 2.69 2.85 2.62 2.74 2.34 2.71 2.93 2.45 2.39 2.67 2.91 2.52
TokenFlow [5] 4.19 3.88 3.88 3.81 3.90 3.69 3.90 3.72 3.54 3.38 3.62 3.38

CCEdit (Ours) 4.23 4.01 3.69 4.00 4.01 4.05 3.83 3.86 4.02 3.95 3.61 3.76

Table 8. Quantitative comparison in terms of “Fantasy Level”.

<1> Object Change: “A majestic flamingo swimming in a pond with lush greenery in the 
background.” 

<2> Background Change: “A black swan swimming in a crystal and clear lake surrounded by snow-
capped mountains.”

Video Type: Animal

Original Prompt: “A black swan swimming in a pond with lush greenery in the background.”

Camera Motion: 2

Object Motion: 2

Scene Complexity: 2

<1> Style Change: “A black swan swimming in a pond with lush greenery in the background, oil 
painting style.”

<3> Compound Change: “A duck made of origami floating on a pond under a cherry blossom tree 
in full bloom.”

<2> Object Change: “A skateboarder in full gear maneuvering his skateboard over a dirt ramp in a 
BMX track.”

<2> Background Change: “A BMX rider in full gear maneuvering his bike over a dirt ramp in a 
night-time cityscape with skyscrapers in the background.”

Video Type: Human

Original Prompt: “A BMX rider in full gear maneuvering his bike over a dirt ramp in a BMX 
track.”

Camera Motion: 3

Object Motion: 3

Scene Complexity: 3

<1> Style Change: “A BMX rider in full gear maneuvering his bike over a dirt ramp in a BMX 
track, rendered in old movie style.”

<3> Compound Change: “A polar bear BMX rider in full gear maneuvering his bike over a ramp in 
a futuristic cyberpunk city, surrounded by neon billboards.”

<1> Object Change: “Crystalline ice formations by a frozen water body with a mountain in the 
backdrop under an overcast sky.”

<2> Background Change: “Rocks by a still water body with a mystical floating island in the sky 
backdrop, amidst a soft glow of sunset.”

Video Type: Landscape

Original Prompt: “Rocks by a still water body with a mountain in the backdrop under an overcast 
sky.”

Camera Motion: 2

Object Motion: 1

Scene Complexity: 2

<2> Style Change: “Rocks by a still water body with a mountain in the backdrop under an overcast 
sky, in Studio Ghibli style.”

<3> Compound Change: “Luminous gemstones by the shores of a bioluminescent lake with an 
aurora borealis in the backdrop in a starry night scene.”

<1> Object Change: “A vintage lantern tumbling across a grassy field beside a wire fence.”

<2> Background Change: “A soccer ball rolling across the moon's surface with Earth in the distant 
skyline.”

Video Type: Object

Original Prompt: “A soccer ball rolling across a grassy field beside a wire fence.”

Camera Motion: 1

Object Motion: 2

Scene Complexity: 2

<1> Style Change: “A soccer ball rolling across a grassy field beside a wire fence, Comic Book Art 
style.”

<3> Compound Change: “A glowing orb of energy bouncing across a futuristic cityscape at dusk.”

Figure 5. Illustrative examples of BalanceCC benchmark dataset.



Figure 6. Illustration of the interface to conduct user study. Initially, we provided a description of the evaluation criteria at the top of the
page, along with corresponding notes for consideration. Additionally, to reduce user burden and avoid the confusion of displaying multiple
videos simultaneously, for each video’s editing result, we randomly selected three from all nine options (eight comparative methods and
our method) for users to rate on various criteria (Edit Accuracy, Aesthetic, Temporal Consistency, and Overall Impression). Finally, users
were asked to choose the winner(s) among the three videos. Selecting multiple winners was allowed (up to two), but choosing none or all
three was not permitted. Zoom in to see details.



<Model: ReV Animated, kMechAnimal> “A mechanical bear is running.”

<MajicMIX realistic> “A beautiful young girl is doing makeup.”

<Model: ToonYou> “An anime-style tiger is walking.”

<Model: Counterfeit> “A girl with grey hair.”

<Model: SD v1.5> “A man wanders in the field, with the Milky Way in the sky”

Input 
Video

Edited 
Video

Input 
Video

Edited 
Video

Input 
Video

Edited 
Video

Input 
Video

Edited 
Video

Input 
Video

Edited 
Video

<Model: ToonYou> “A man is running on the beach, with sunset behind.”

Input 
Video

Edited 
Video

Figure 7. Visualized results of CCEdit. ⟨·⟩ indicates the personalized T2I model we used.
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Figure 8. Qualitative comparison of different methods. The target prompt is “A dragonfly with shimmering wings perches on a plant
amidst a field of golden grass.”
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Figure 9. Qualitative comparison of different methods. The target prompt is “A rider on a horse jumping over an obstacle in an equestrian
competition, rendered in Van Gogh style with swirling skies and vibrant colors.”
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